Acute methanol poisoning is a life-threatening type of metabolic and neurological intoxication that commonly occurs following the accidental ingestion of methylated spirits (Kraut and Kurtz [@CR2]). Methyl alcohol toxicity in Iran related to the new coronavirus disease, COVID-19, has attracted the attention of the medical professionals. Just a few days after the widespread coronavirus outbreak, unfounded rumors circulated on social media that drinking or gargling alcohol could prevent or cure COVID-19. Subsequently, hospitals encountered a spike in the referral of poisoning cases for the ingestion of industrial-grade ethanol, resulting in an unprecedented high death toll due to alcohol poisoning. As of April 20, 2020, at the time of writing this letter, 700 people have died as a result of ingesting denatured alcohol in an attempt to fight the novel coronavirus. This catastrophe has affected many cities throughout Iran and at least 3100 people have been hospitalized. The prevalence of COVID-19 has caused a reduction in the amount of ethanol on the market. Tragically, opportunistic individuals have used bleach to mask the color of industrial methanol solutions in order to sell the colorless methyl alcohol instead of drinkable ethanol. As a result, intoxicating liquor was consumed with the false assumption that drinking alcohol would kill the virus, and some of the poisoned patients were intoxicated in this way.

False information and rumors about substances that can supposedly cure or prevent COVID-19 can be just as dangerous and harmful as the virus itself. Nowadays, false information is shared rapidly and widely via social networks. Compare this to the pre-internet era, when data were more likely to be presented based on review and revision by knowledgeable official or professional sources prior to dissemination and distribution to the public. In other words, at the present time, misinformation flows readily and confusion is widespread, while in the past, published information was much more likely to have been evaluated by reliable sources and, thus, more trustworthy. Therefore, it is imperative to exert every effort to dispel dangerous and unscientific misinformation. It is of crucial importance that, while fighting the deadly novel coronavirus, we expose misinformation and false rumors in order to protect people and prevent more damage to their health and to the ability of hospitals to function effectively. If we fail to do so, we can expect more people to die from poisoning than from COVID-19. Therefore, it must be emphasized that people should follow recommended medical advice to protect themselves and their families from becoming infected. Finally, it is worth mentioning that ethanol has previously been proven to suppress the immune system; and that COVID-19 has a poor prognosis in anyone who contracts it and has a compromised immune system (Qin et al. [@CR3]). Ethanol can alter innate immunity through functional changes of the innate immune cells. It can also modify the activation of immune cells by specific interactions with cell-membrane molecules (Goral et al. [@CR1]). Therefore, off-label ethanol therapy is not only an unreasonable treatment for COVID-19 but also a highly dangerous one.
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